Canonical operator formalism of nonAbelian gauge theories, formulated in a manifestly covariant way by Kugo and Ojima,u made it possible to discuss many important problems directly related to the Heisenberg operators and the state vectors which was difficult to treat m the more familiar path-integral formalism. Ojima" initiated the task to analyze the concept of observables in gauge theories in the framework of this formalism. By imposing on observables a weak condition called 'gauge independence',n-3 ! he proved that any local observable 0 is BRS-invariant:
Recently, Kugo and the author 41 clarified the general form of BRS-invariant local operators.
Electro-magnetic fields are observables actually measurable in classical theory or quantum optics.
In Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) it simply means that the field strength F 11 v is a gauge-invariant (BRS-invariant) operator and a (strictly) local observable:
In the W einberg-Salam (W -S) model (or in other unified models based on nonAbelian gauge groups), however, the situation becomes more complicated. In (5) where ca and c 0 are SU(2) and U(1) FPghost fields, respectively. Notice that the BRS-transformation of the field A 1 , 0 + 3 in Eq. (3) is not identical to that of the usual QED (U(1)) gauge field:
This fact causes a trouble; that is, if we naively define the electro-magnetic field strength F,'J~ as (7) we meet a difficulty that F;;~ becomes BRS non-invariant and hence becomes unobservable:
o(F,:;t)~O.
(8)
In this short note we discuss how we should construct the observable operator G 1 , corresponding to the actual electromagnetic field strength.
We require the following natural conditions for the operator G ~v· i)
G ~v is the antisymmetric 2nd-rank Lorentz tensor and has mass dimension two.
ii) G,, is a strictly local observable:*' iJ(Gw)=O.
iii) G,, has zero FP-ghost number: Since the observability condition (9) and G,,=G,,+o (some operator) imply Further Eq. (14) implies *' This may be relaxed into a 'non-local' observable (i.e., having some extent in a microscopic order). But, 'what quantity is actually measurable?' conceives a very difficult problem in principle, and it is also difficult to treat such 'non-local' observables satisfactorily. Hence we leave these problems to the future investigations.
iJ(¢)=0. 
where we have omitted the unphysical term o (some operator). Here some remarks are in order. (i) Equation (23) shows that the field strength G '-" should be given as a rotation of 'physical photon' field 
Then we give
From Eq. (30) the second pan· of Maxwell's equations5l is given where
-(ia,g /2) (@t ra@) i) JJ.ca.
j, 0 and j,a are respectively the SU(2) and U(1) subgroup matter currents: The author would like to express his sincere thanks to Dr. T. Kugo for discussions and careful reading of the manuscript.
